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1 Introduction 

1.1 What is PowerPlug Pro? 

PowerPlug Pro is a PC Power Management platform that enables organizations to manage their 
personal computers’ power consumption, cut electricity costs, and reduces their carbon footprint. 
Compared to unmanaged PCs, which are usually on 24x7, PowerPlug Pro can reduce organizational 
PC Power consumption by up to 60%. 

PowerPlug Pro allows you to:  

 Understand how your computers are being used, how much power they consume, how much 
power is saved, and what the potential for additional savings is. 

 Define condition-based power saving plans to instruct computers how and when to save 
power. Power Savings Plans can be customized to the needs of different user groups in your 
organization. 

 Power up computers remotely on a scheduled basis or on-demand. IT administrators can 
wake up individual computers or a company’s entire fleet of computers at once, while end-
users can wake up their individual PCs via the Wakeup Portal (see below). 

 Generate detailed reports, showing computer power consumption levels, savings in both 
electricity and operating costs, computer usage patterns, and more. 

1.2 PowerPlug Pro System Components 

The PowerPlug Pro has the following system components: 

1. PowerPlug Pro Server software – server-side software deployed during the PowerPlug Pro 
Server installation, which contains the server processes and business logic of the system. 

2. PowerPlug Pro Database – a Microsoft SQL-Server database containing the PowerPlug Pro 
database schema. The database stores all of the system data, settings and configurations. 

3. PowerPlug Pro Management Console – a management application used by the IT 
administrator to manage the system and view information. 

4. PowerPlug Pro Agent – a small and efficient software component deployed to all managed 
computers. 

5. PowerPlug Pro Wakeup Portal – a web application that allows end-users to power up their 
individual computers and connect to using RDP. 
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1.3 Scope 

This document describes how to configure, manage, and run the PowerPlug Pro system version 4.0. 

1.4 Additional Documents  

 

 For instructions and explanations on how to install PowerPlug Pro and deploy PowerPlug 
Pro Agents, see PowerPlug Pro 4.0 Installation Guide. 

 For system requirements, see PowerPlug Pro 4.0 System Requirements. 
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2 Common Tasks 

This section is a quick guide to performing the system’s most common tasks and points you to where 
you can find further information and detailed instructions in order to perform each task. The tasks 
are organized chronologically from installing the system to having a running, working, and power-
saving environment. 

2.1 How do I Install the PowerPlug Pro Server? 

The first step in rolling out your PowerPlug Pro system is to install the PowerPlug server component. 
For more information on the PowerPlug Pro 4.0 server installation, refer to the PowerPlug Pro 4.0 
Installation Guide. 

2.2 How do I distribute PowerPlug Pro Agents to PCs? 

After installing the Server component, the next step is to deploy the Agent component to the PCs 
you wish to manage. For instructions on the various methods of deploying the PowerPlug Pro 
Agents, refer to the PowerPlug Pro 4.0 Installation Guide.  

2.3 How can I verify that the Agents are operational? 

The Real Time tab on the PowerPlug Pro console shows a list of installed PowerPlug Pro Agents, 
along with their states (installed / not installed / requires repair) and the last time a reporting was 
received from the Agent. For more information, please refer to section 5 – Real-Time PC 
Monitoring and Management.   

2.4 How can I measure my savings potential? 

In order to measure the potential savings for your organization, you must first deploy PowerPlug Pro 
Agents to some or all of your organization’s PCs. Upon installation, the Agents will immediately start 
to report back to the server with information on how the computers are used, and how much power 
they consume and when. The server analyses the data and makes it visible in the Potential Power 
Savings Report (section 7.2). Please note that the accuracy of the analysis depends on deploying 
Agents to a sufficient percentage of your organizational PCs (to represent all usage patterns) and 
allowing sufficient time for data collection (at least one week). 

2.5 How do I save power using PowerPlug Pro? 

In order to save power on your PCs using PowerPlug Pro, you need to create one or more Power 
Savings Plans and assign computers to them. To learn how to create Power Savings Plans and assign 
computers to them, refer to section 6.1 – Creating Power Savings Plans. 
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2.6 How can I tell how much power is saved? 

PowerPlug Pro shows information about actual savings through various reports. One of these reports 
is the Actual Savings Report (section 7.4). Please note that since the Agents report information 
every 12 hours by default (configurable) and the Server processes summary information every 24 
hours, you should allow at least 24 hours from when you apply Power Savings Plans in order for the 
data to be available in the reports. 

2.7 How can I be sure that all PCs are saving power? 

PowerPlug Pro provides extensive information on how much power is saved by the entire system, as 
well as by each PC. This information can be viewed in various places such as the Dashboard's Power 
Savings Plan status (section 4.3), special groups in the Real-Time Tab that shows PCs without 
installed Agents and installed Agents without an assigned Power Savings Plans (section 5.2), and 
reports such as Potential Power Savings Report (section 7.2) and Savings Analysis Report 
(section 7.7). 

2.8 How can I exclude PCs from power savings? 

There may be computers in your organization that you do not want to save power. For example, you 
may have a computer that is connected to a physical device and needs to read information from it 
continuously, or a computer that is used for ongoing communications. To ensure that those PCs will 
not save power, you can either not assign them to a Power Savings Plan or assign them to a specific 
Power Savings Plan that is not intended for savings.  

The latter is recommended as it will ensure that these PCs will not be entered into the savings mode 
by other programs or the operating system settings. 

Note that when creating a Power Savings Plan that is not intended for savings, it is recommended to 
give this Plan a higher priority than other Power Savings Plans. For more on this strategy, see section 
6.6.1 – Power Savings Plans Best Practices. 
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2.9 How do I power up PCs? 

PowerPlug Pro provides extensive power-up capabilities for IT administrators, IT technicians, and 
End-Users. These capabilities include powering up a single PC, a group of PCs, or the entire PC fleet 
– provided that the User performing the power-up operation has the proper permissions. 

The following capabilities are available: 

 Scheduled – wake-up operations that are known in advance should be entered as part of the 
Power Savings Plan (see section 6.3.6 – Adding scheduled ). 

 On-demand – available to system administrators via the Management Console's Real-Time 
tab (see section 5.4 – Administrator-triggered Agent actions), to system technicians via the 
PowerPlug Pro Wakeup Dashboard, and to End-Users via the PowerPlug Pro Wakeup Portal 
(see section 10 – PowerPlug Pro Wakeup Portal). 

2.10 How do I obtain a PowerPlug Pro License? 

A new installation of PowerPlug Pro is automatically activated with a Temporary license. A 
Temporary license will allow the system to work for 2 months (from the installation date) and for up 
to 1,000 Agents. Installing more than 1,000 Agents, or using the system for more than 2 months, will 
violate the Temporary license and cause the system to stop working.  

In order for PowerPlug Pro to work for more than 2 months or with more than 1,000 Agents, you 
will need to obtain a valid license from PowerPlug. The process of obtaining a new license involves 
sending a License Request to PowerPlug via email, receiving a License Key file, and loading this file 
into the system. For more information, see section 8.8 – Product Licensing. 
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3 The PowerPlug Pro Management Console 

The PowerPlug Pro Management Console is the primary configuration and management tool of the 
PowerPlug Pro system. The application user interface is comprised of several tabs that incorporate 
specific functionalities. The menu bar, located at the top of the Management Console window, allows 
you navigate easily between these tabs.  

 

 

Figure 1 – PowerPlug Pro Management Console 

The Management Console contains the following tabs: 

 Home – an easy-to-read dashboard showing a graphical representation of both current status 
and historical trends of key Power Management indicators. The dashboard enables informed 
decisions to be made at a glance. See section 4 – The Management Console Dashboard. 

 Real-Time – allows you to browse the current status of your computers and perform real-
time operations on them. You can actively change computer power states, browse computer 
and PowerPlug Pro Agent states, and even install and uninstall PowerPlug Pro Agents. See 
section 5 – Real-Time PC Monitoring and Management. 
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 Power Plans – allows you to manage PowerPlug Pro Power Savings Plans. You can add, edit, 
delete or set priority to Power Savings Plans in order to instruct computers how to conserve 
power. See section 6 – Configuring and Managing Power Savings Plans. 

 Reports – allows you to generate reports showing different aspects of the system operations 
and managed computers. See section 7 – PowerPlug Pro Reports. 

 Settings – allows you to view and modify different system settings, including computer 
power consumption, electricity rates, Locations, PowerPlug Pro Groups, Scripts, system 
permissions, and product updates. See section 8 – Modifying System Settings. 

 Configure - allows administrators to view and modify system configuration parameters. See 
section 9 – Setting System Configuration Parameters. 
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4 The Management Console Dashboard 

 

Figure 2 – Management Console Dashboard 

 

The Dashboard (also known as the "Home screen") is opened automatically when running the 
PowerPlug Pro Management Console. 

It provides a summarized view of current status and historical trends, and allows you to quickly 
analyze the overall performance of PowerPlug Pro. 

The Dashboard displays key indicators regarding licensing, Agent activity, savings plans, and overall 
savings. It also features a configurable graph system that shows activity and savings over time.  
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4.1 License information 

The License information box gives you a few details regarding the 
License status. This includes: 

 PowerPlug Pro installation date. 

 License type - which type of license is installed. For more 
information, see section 8.8 - Product Licensing. 

 License status - indicates if the License is valid or not. 

 Support Contract - indicates if the Support Contract is valid 
or not. 

 

In addition, this box contains a "Refresh" button that refreshes all data in the Home screen.  

4.2 Agents status 

The Agents status box displays the PowerPlug Pro Agent's last data 
reporting status.  

In this box, you can see how many agents are active and how many 
of them reported data in the last 3 days, last week, and in the last 45 
days. 

 

 

 

4.3 Power Savings Plans status 

The Power Plans status box displays information on the status of the 
savings plans, efficiency, and the number of associated computers in 
each plan. 

First, it counts the number of active power plans and then displays 
each plan according to its efficiency level. 

The plan's efficiency level is calculated based on the plan's definition.  
The more aggressive the plan, the higher the level of efficiency. In 
general, computers that are assigned to a power savings plan with 
plan efficiency "A" should save more power than computes that are 
assigned to a power savings plan with plan efficiency "B" (and so 
on). 
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The Computers column is the number of computers that reported back as using the power savings 
plan with the relevant plan efficiency. 

4.4 Savings information 

This box gives you savings information within the time frame you 
selected. There are five time frames to choose from: last 14 days, 
previous month, last 6 months, last 12 months, and since 
installation.  For each time frame, you can see the following 
information: 

 Power consumption – the amount of power saved in kWh. 

 CO2 – total CO2 emissions prevented in kg. 

 Cost savings – total money saved using the local currency. 

 Trees – equivalent trees planted. 

 Energy usage efficiency – calculated by the percentage of time in which computers are found 
in "idle" state (working and consuming energy but not in use). Efficiency level "A" means 
that computers spend minimum time in idle mode while efficiency level "G" means that 
computers spend most of their time in idle mode (hence, wasting more energy). 
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4.5 Configurable Graphs 

This section shows key activities and savings information within the selected time frame.  

 

Figure 3 – Computer Activity Analysis graph 

You may select one of the following graphs: 

 Active Computers - displays the amount of Active agents within the selected time frame. 

 Power Consumption and Savings - displays the amount of power consumed vs. the amount 
of power savings (kWh) within the selected time frame. 

 Power Savings - PowerPlug vs. Other - displays the amount of power saved by PowerPlug vs. 
the amount of power saved using other methods (kWh) within the selected time frame. 

 Actual Costs and Savings - displays the actual cost vs. the actual savings within the selected 
time frame. 

 Cost Savings - PowerPlug vs. Other - displays the actual savings done by PowerPlug vs. the 
actual savings obtained via other methods within the selected time frame. 

 Computer Activity Analysis - displays the usage analysis of the agents divided to 3 states: 
Down time (savings), Idle time (not in use) and Work time (in use) within the selected time 
frame. 
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5 Real-Time PC Monitoring and Management 

PowerPlug Pro can monitor and manage the real-time power state of computers that have PowerPlug 
Pro Agents installed. You can view this information in the Real-Time window, as shown in Figure 4 
below.  

This page is divided into two areas. The Computer List on the left pane contains the list of 
computers that can be viewed. The viewing area on the right lets you view the actual status of the 
computers you selected. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Real-Time PC monitoring and management 

  

Computer Status 

viewing area 

Computer 

List 
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5.1 Adding computers to the viewing area 

You can view a list of the computers that belong to each of the categories in the Computers List, and 
decide which of those computers' status you want to view. 

To add computers to the Viewing area: 

1. In the left pane, click on one of the following categories: 

 PowerPlug Database – list of PCs already registered in the system. 

 Computer Groups – internal PowerPlug Pro groups (see section 8.3). 

 Power Savings Plans – displays PCs by Power Savings Plan assignment. 

 Active Directory – displays PCs by Active Directory OU / Group association. 

 

The computers belonging to the list you selected are displayed in a pane below the Categories 
list: 

                                   

Figure 5 – Computers list in the Real-Time tab 

2. Click on the computers whose status you want to view, or click Select All to select all the 
computers in the list. 

3. Click Add to add the computers you selected to the Viewing area. You can also drag and 
drop the computers you select into the Viewing area. 

4. Click Get Status to refresh the display and view and up-to-date status of the computers 

Computer Categories 

List of Selected 

Computers 
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5.1.1 Advanced Add options 

It is also possible to choose the computers whose status you want to view by: 

 Searching the PowerPlug Pro database 

 Searching for computers located in the Microsoft Active Directory 

 Adding computers by browsing domains or workgroups available on the network 

 Importing computer names from a file (text, Excel, and XML files supported) 

To add computers to the Viewing area using advanced options: 

1. In the left pane, click Advanced Add. 

2. Click on one of the following tabs: 

 PowerPlug Database - to search the PowerPlug database for computers to view. 

 Microsoft Active Directory - to search the Microsoft Active Directory for computers to 
view. 

 Network – to search for computers that are available on the network. 

 Import - to import computer names from a file. 

3. Click OK. 

 

Figure 6 – Adding computers using Advanced Add options 

4. Click Get Status to refresh the display and view and up-to-date status of the computers. 
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5.2 Special Groups – which PCs do not perform savings 

It is possible to check the following groups to assess which PCs are not taking part in an 
organization’s power savings plan. You can view these lists in the Computers List located in the left 
pane.  

 Unassigned Computers - PCs with PowerPlug Pro Agents installed, but not assigned to any 
Power Plan. Assigning them to a power plan will enable you to realize savings for them. 

 Assigned Computers without PowerPlug Agent - PCs assigned to a power plan, but 
cannot save electricity as they do not have a PowerPlug Agent installed. It is recommended to 
add them to the Real-Time viewing panel and install Agents on them. 

 Computers without PowerPlug Agents - PCs which appear in the organization's active 
directory, but do not have a PowerPlug Agent installed on them. Newly-installed or re-imaged 
PCs will appear in this list. It is recommended to install an Agent on them and associate them 
with a savings plan. 

5.3 Understanding Computer States 

The following section describes the information about computer states displayed in the Viewing area. 

 Computer Status - displays the overall power status of a computer: 

Running The computer is up and responding to network access 

Off The computer is either completely shut down, in sleep mode, or 
hibernate mode 

 Note: Computer Status is determined by sending a Ping (ICMP Echo) request to the 
computer. If the computer is up and running, but does not respond to Ping requests, the 
PowerPlug Pro Console records its status as "off." To enable the computer to respond to 
Ping requests, add an Exception rule to the firewall on the remote computer allowing it to 
respond to ICMP Echo requests. 

 P3 Agent Status - displays the status of the PowerPlug Pro Agent:  

Running Normal functionality 

Not Installed Agent is not installed 

Access Denied Access denied to this Agent 

n/a Computer unavailable, therefore, the Agent status is not 
applicable 

Requires Repair Click Repair to repair this Agent 

 Computer type - indicates whether the computer is a server, a virtual server, a desktop, or a 
laptop. 

 User - shows the user that logged in the most times to the selected computer. 
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 Last reported IP - the last IP Address reported by the selected computer.  

 Agent version - displays which version of the PowerPlug Pro Agent is installed. 

 Last Reporting - the last date on which communication with the Agent took place. 

 Last Reported plan- the last reported power plan the agent assigned to. 

5.4 Administrator-triggered Agent actions 

The following table describes the real-time actions that you can perform on PCs. 

Click To 

 
Refresh the information from the database for all computers. 
(Computer type, user, last reported IP, agent version, last reporting and last 
reported plan) 

 

Refresh the status displayed for the computers displayed in the Viewing area. If no 
computers are displayed in this area, the status of all computers will be refreshed 
when this button is clicked. 

 
Initiate a forced shutdown on the selected computer. 

 
Restart the selected computer. 

 
Set the selected computer to Standby mode. 

 
Power up a computer using Wake-on-LAN. 

 

Transfer the Agent installation package to the selected computer and initiate a local 
install. This installation is performed silently and is transparent to the end user. 

 

Repair a malfunctioning Agent whose status shows “Requires Repair” by re-
installing it. 

 

Removes an existing Agent installation from a PC. 

 

Stop pending operations. Pending operations can be seen at the bottom right side 
of the Real-Time tab, as shown below. This can be useful in large installations 
where operations performed on many PCs may need to be stopped if more urgent 
operations need to be carried out. 
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6 Configuring and Managing Power Savings Plans 

6.1 Creating Power Savings Plans 

A power savings plan (or simply "power plan") is the set of power-saving rules applied to a PC or 
group of PCs.  A PowerPlug Pro server can hold numerous power plans, each of which may be 
applied to various computers or groups of computers in an organization. 

Power plans include settings that determine: 

 Which power-saving actions should be performed by a computer and under what conditions 

 Which computers are administered by a power plan 

 The extent to which users can intervene in power-saving operations 

 When the computers will wake up from their powered-down state 

6.2 Power Plans preview 

The Power Plans tab shows a detailed description of each Power Savings Plan rules. In addition, 
there is a Plan Efficiency chart that rates the Power Plan on a scale from A to G based on the Plan's 
definition. In general, computers assigned to a power savings plan with plan efficiency "A" should 
save more power than computers that are assigned to a power savings plan with plan efficiency "B" 
(and so on). 

 

Figure 7 – The Power Plans tab 
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6.3 Setting up a new Power Plan 

This section describes how to set up a new Power Plan. You will be asked to choose a Power Plan 
type and Scheduling plan.  

Currently, there is only one type of power plan available - Ongoing Plan. A second type - 
Maintenance Plan - is reserved for future use. 

PowerPlug Pro provides two types of scheduling modes for power plans: 

 Simple - applies the same set of power management rules throughout the day. 

 By Work Days and Working Hours - power plans using this mode contain two sets of 
power management rules for the week:  one for work time, and one for non-working time. 

 The Advanced power plan scheduling option is reserved for future use. 

To set up a new power plan: 

1. In the PowerPlug console, click Power Plans, and then click New Plan. 

 

Figure 8 – Creating a new Power Plan 

2. In the New Power Plan window, click Ongoing Plan. 

 

Figure 9 – Selecting a Power Plan scheduling mode 
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6.3.1 Defining power-down operations 

In this step, you will assign a name to the power plan you are defining, and set up the power plan 
schedule.  It is recommended to assign a meaningful name that indicates the purpose or the target 
PCs the plan will serve, such as “Standard PCs” Savings Plan, “Finance Dept.” Savings Plan, or 
"Monitor Off Only” Savings Plan. 

You can create power plans that include different power management policies for different times of 
the day. During work hours, you may decide to place an emphasis on maintaining uninterrupted user 
productivity at the cost of lower savings. After work hours, you may decide that power savings takes 
precedence, and introduce a more aggressive power management policy. 

For this reason PowerPlug Pro lets you define two different types of scheduling periods: Work Time 
and Non-Work Time. 

The "Work hours" field displays the organization’s work hours that are applicable to this plan. Any 
time outside the range of these "Work hours" is considered to be within “Non-Work hours.” The 
default “Work hours” displayed here is inherited from the System Configuration section (see section 
0).  

You can create custom work or non-work hours for a plan, instead of using the system’s default work 
time settings. For example, an office environment may be governed by a 9:00-17:00 work hour 
scheme, but a call centres may require working hours of 7:00-23:00. 

 

Figure 10 - Editing a Power Savings Plan 

Best Practice 

Most organizations benefit by using the "By Work Days and Working Hours" scheduling 
option since most business environments achieve significantly greater savings during off 
hours. Power management activities during work hours should be limited. 
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To define a power plan: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, enter a meaningful Plan Name. 

 

Figure 11 – Naming a Power Plan 

2. In the Power Savings tab, click Modify to determine which work days and hours are 
considered to be the work time for the current plan. 
You can choose to use the default system work time, set a simple work time (Monday-Friday 
9:00-17:00) or to set Advanced work time and to mark the work time on the week calendar.  

 

Figure 12 – Defining work time for a Power Plan 
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3. In the “Work Time” tab, define the basic power savings operations you want the plan to 
perform. Then click the “Non Work Time” tab to set up basic power savings operations for 
non-working hours. 

 

Figure 13 – Defining power savings operations 

 Select Turn off the display to determine how long PowerPlug Pro will wait while there is 
user activity before turning off the PC’s monitor. Set this option to “Never” if you want to 
always leave the monitor on. 

 Select Computer power savings to power down a PC. Choose one of the following energy 
states: 

o Sleep/Standby – maintains the active session while transitioning the computer to a 
low-power state, allowing the user to resume work upon wake-up. 

o Hibernate – saves the active session to the hard disk, and then turns off the 
computer. Waking up from hibernation is slower than waking up from sleep state.  

o Shutdown – a complete power-off of the computer. All active sessions are closed. 
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6.3.2 Defining advanced power-saving operations  

Advanced power-saving options are optional configuration parameters that can provide greater 
flexibility when rolling out PowerPlug Pro in an organization. 

 

Figure 14 - Advanced power saving options 

Best Practices - Sleep Mode 

Most organizations benefit most from powering down PCs to Sleep/Standby mode 
rather than to the deeper power-down states of Hibernate or Shutdown. PowerPlug 
recommends using Sleep mode for two reasons: 

 Sleep mode offers the fastest wake-up. Most sleeping PCs will be up and running 
a few seconds after a keyboard key is clicked or the mouse is moved. Wake-up 
from hibernation takes longer, and wake-up from a shutdown state means going 
through the usually lengthy boot process. 

 Sleep mode produces nearly the same savings as Shutdown. A PC consuming 
100W during normal operation will usually consume 3-4W when sleeping. When 
it is fully shut down, it will consume ~1W. The major decrease in power 

consumption— ~96% — is gained through sleep mode. The additional savings of 
1-2W that is achieved when using the Shutdown state is marginal. 
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You can set the following options in this window: 

 Force Operation - Performs a forced power-down operation. The users will not be 
prompted to save their work. 

 Logoff before power savings operation - Logs off users before PowerPlug switches the 
computer to a low-power state. This is useful for public computers that are accessed by 
multiple users (for example, at call centers) since this option ensures that each user starts a 
new session, without having to manually log off from the previous user. 

 Display a message to the user - Lets you determine which message to display to the user 
before PowerPlug switches the computer to a low-power state. Click Specify to compose the 
message you want to display. You can also determine whether or not to allow the users to 
postpone the power-down operation or abort it. 

 

  

Best Practices - Forced Power-Down 

Try to avoid using the Forced power-down option since this can lead to possible loss of 
data. Forced power-downs are used only when specific computers are resistant to powering 
down. For example, some local software may prevent a normal power-down and requires a 
forced power-down. After identifying these computers, try grouping them in a separate 
power plan that uses forced operations. 
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6.3.3 Defining application exceptions 

It is possible to configure PowerPlug Pro to refrain from executing power management operations if 
certain applications are running on managed PCs. For example, if software builds need to keep 
running overnight or if certain applications should not be submitted to power management plans, 
they can be defined as exceptions.  

 

 

Figure 15 - Defining application exceptions 

 

To set up an application exception: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Power Savings > Work Time > Applications 
tab. 

2. Click Add to set up a new application exception. 

3. In the Application Condition window, in the Application Process field, type the application 
you want to define an exception for (i.e., the name of the application’s executable file). This 
is the name of the application on which power-down conditions will be based.  
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4. Choose one of the following options in the Do not perform the computer power savings 
operation while field to define the conditions under which power management activities 
will be suspended: 

 Process is Running - do not run the PowerPlug Pro savings plan if the process is running.  

 Process CPU utilization is above <x> percent - do not run the PowerPlug Pro savings 
plan if the CPU utilization of the specified process exceeds the set threshold (in % CPU 
Utilization). 

 Process I/O operations are above <x> KB/second - do not run the PowerPlug Pro 
savings plan if the I/O operations created by the specified process exceed the set threshold 
(in KB/Second). 

 

Figure 16 - Setting up a condition 

 

Note: If the "Application Conditions" dialog box does not include application performance metrics 
as displayed above, go to the Configure > System window and select the Include Computer 
Performance Metrics when checking Inactivity checkbox (see section 9.4). 
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6.3.4 Defining computer dependencies 

You can define the powering down of specific computers dependent on the powering down of 
another computer. For example, in a classroom situation, you may want to only shut down student 
computers if an instructor's computer is down. 

 

Figure 17 - Defining computer dependencies 

To define computer dependencies: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Power Savings > Work Time > Computers 
tabs. 

2. Click Add to define a new computer dependency. 

3. Type the name of the computer that must be down in order for the power plan to be 
implemented on other computers. 
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6.3.5 Defining exceptions according to PC performance metrics 

It is also possible to exclude PCs from power savings if they operate above certain activity thresholds 
(even if that activity is not attributed to specific processes). This allows you to keep PCs showing 
high activity levels powered-up, even if the source of these activities is not specified. 

 

 

Figure 18 - Defining computer exceptions by performance metrics 

To define computer exceptions according to performance metrics: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Power Savings > Work Time > Performance 
Metrics tabs. 

2. Under the Do not perform the operation while section, set the following: 

 CPU utilization is above <x> percent - a PC whose CPU is active at levels over the limit 
set here will not be powered down.  

 Disk I/O Operations are above <x> KB/Second - a PC whose overall disk I/O 
operations exceed the set threshold (in KB/Second) will not be powered down. 
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 Network I/O Operations are above <x> KB/Second - a PC whose overall Network I/O 
operations exceed the set threshold (in KB/Second) will not be powered down.

 

6.3.6 Adding scheduled Actions 

One of the advantages of using PowerPlug Pro over native Windows power management capabilities 
is the ability to wake up computers and even restart them. You can wake up or restart computers on 
demand, or as part of a power plan. This section describes how to configure scheduled actions: 

To schedule wake-up actions: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Actions tab. 

2. Click Add and choose Scheduled Wakeup. 

 

Figure 19 – Scheduling wake-up events 

Best Practices 

The main purpose of power-down exceptions is to let administrators distribute 
PowerPlug Agents and enforce power-saving policies across the organizations, without 
fearing they are interrupting crucial end-user activities. By using exceptions, 
administrators define generic, detailed rules that prevent any PC from powering-down 
when such an operation may be harmful. General exceptions eliminate the need for a 
painstaking process of mapping which individual PCs may be adversely affected by power 
management and therefore, cannot participate in power savings. 
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3. In the Define Plan Action window, schedule when you want the computer to wake up and 
for how long you want the computer to stay on. When the wake-up duration has passed, the 
computer will not power-down, but will follow the power policy in effect at that time. 

4. Select the Keep Monitor On option if you want the display to remain lit even if the 
Windows settings are attempting to power it off. 

 

 

 

Figure 20 – Define Wake-Up action 

  

  

Best Practices  

Scheduled wake-ups can be used to power on PCs at the beginning of the workday. Based on 
average recorded employee arrival times, you can configure computers to wake up 15 minutes 
prior to the regular time an employee arrives at work. This prevents employees from waiting for 
their PCs to start, a process that can be lengthy. 
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To schedule restart actions: 

5. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Actions tab. 

6. Click Add and choose System Restart. 

7. In the Define Plan Action window, schedule the time frame in which you want the 
computer to restart.  

8. In the Conditions tab, choose the idle time before the restart and the minimum number of 
days without a restart to prevent a multiple restart actions on the computers.  

9. In the Options tab, you can choose to wake-up computers to perform the restart, to force 
the restart action and to display a message to the user before the restart. 

10. The Applications and the performance metrics tabs are similar to the power-plan advanced 
options to prevent the action. see section 8.5 and section 6.3.5 

 

 

 

Figure 21 – Define Restart action 
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6.3.7 Managing Pre/Post-Operation Events 

PowerPlug Pro allows you to run scripts before or after power management events, enabling you to 
carry out activities on PCs that prepare the PC for power-downs or help it resume normal activities 
upon wake-up. For example, closing or restarting selected applications and saving documents before 
powering down the computer. 

 

To configure pre- or post-operation events: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Events tab. 

2. In the Events tab, select one of the following power events: 

 Before Standby (Sleep/Hibernate) - to assign scripts to the selected power event executed 
before a Sleep or Hibernate operation is carried out. 

 Before System Restart - to assign scripts to the selected power event executed before a 
Restart operation. 

 Before Shutdown - to assign scripts to the selected power event executed before a shutdown 
operation. 

 After System Start-up (Boot) - to assign scripts to the selected power event executed when 
the system start from shutdown or restart. 

 After System Resume - to assign scripts to the selected power event executed when the 
system resumes from sleep or hibernation. 

  After User Login - to assign scripts to the selected power event executed when a user logs 
in. 
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3. Click Add to add a script to the selected event. 

 

Figure 22 – Adding a script to a selected power event 

4. In the Select Scripts window, select the script you want to add.  
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5. If you want the script executed when the system resumes operation (and before the user logs 
onto the system), click System. If you want the script executed after the user logs onto the 
system, click User. 

 

Figure 23 – Selecting a script 

6. Click OK. 

7. In the Events tab, click the Up and Down arrows to determine the order in which the scripts 
will be executed once the power event selected is triggered.  

 

For more information about how to create and manage scripts, see section 8.5 Pre/Post Event 
Scripts Library. 
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6.3.8 Assigning power plans to computers 

After you configured power-saving actions and wake-up events, you are ready to assign the Power 
Plans to the specific computers in your organization. 

There are two types of entities that can be associated with power plans: 

 Computer groups, defined in the organization's Active directory, or defined internally by 
PowerPlug Pro. 

 Single computers, defined in the organization's Active directory, or elsewhere on the 
organization's network. 

To assign Power Plans to computer groups: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Computers tab. The computers and computer 
groups that have been assigned power saving plans are displayed in this window. 

 

Figure 24 – The Power Plan's computers tab 
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2. Click Add Group. 

3. If you want to add internal PowerPlug Pro groups, click the PowerPlug Pro Groups tab.  

4. Click on the group you want to assign the power savings plan to and click OK. 

5. Selecting a group and clicking OK will associate it with the power plan. The "Manage 
Groups" button invokes the PowerPlug Pro "Computer Groups" settings dialog. To learn 
about defining and managing internal PowerPlug Pro groups, see section 8.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 25 – Selecting a Computer Group 
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6. If you want to assign power plans to Active Directory groups, click the Microsoft Active 
Directory tab. An Active Directory group can be a Domain, an Organization Unit (OU) or a 
Security Group containing computers.   

7. Click on the group you want to assign the power savings plan to and click OK. 

 

 

  

Figure 26 – Selecting a Microsoft Active Directory Organizational Unit or Computer Group 
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To assign power plans to individual computers: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Computers tab. The computers and computer 
groups that have been assigned power saving plans are displayed in this window. 

2. Click Add Computer. 

3. You can add PCs by searching the computers in the PowerPlug database, in the Microsoft 
Active Directory, by browsing domains or workgroups available on the network, or by 
importing computer names from a file (text, Excel, and XML files supported). Click on the 
relevant tab and select the computers you want to assign to the power plan. 

4. Click OK. 

 

Figure 27 – Selecting computers by name 

Note: It is possible to associate a computer with more than one Power Plan, either by computer 
name or through a computer's membership in several groups. The plan affecting the computer's 
power management will be the one with the highest priority. For assigning priorities, see section 6.6. 
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6.3.9 Defining Power Plan notifications 

You can designate the text message to display the details of the power plan a user’s computer adheres 
to in the Description tab. 

To set up the text displayed in power plan notifications: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Description tab. 

2. In the Description window, enter and format the text you want to display. 

Best Practices  

After the initial setup and integration of PowerPlug Pro, some organizations choose to manage 
ongoing computer associations with power plans through their Active Directory rather than 
through the PowerPlug Pro console. 

This can be easily achieved as follows: 

1. Define organizational power plans in PowerPlug Pro. 

2. Create a dedicated Active Directory group and associate it with a PowerPlug Pro power 
plan. For example, the power plan "UK Branch Power Savings" may be associated with 
a new group called "UK Power Savings Plan Computers". 

3. Populate each group with the appropriate computers. In the above example, these would 
include the UK branch computers. 

It is now no longer necessary to use the PowerPlug Pro console to add computers to power 
plans. Adding a computer to one of the Active Directory groups will automatically associate it 
with the relevant power plan. 

Note: When creating Active Directory groups, make sure to designate them as universal so that 
they will be copied to the Active Directory Global Catalog (GC). 
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Figure 28 – Entering a description for a Power Plan 

3. Click OK. 
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To view the power plan associated with a computer: 

1. Click on the PowerPlug Pro client in the system tray of your computer and select Display 
Power Settings. 

 

Figure 29 – Displaying power settings using the PowerPlug Pro client 

2. A message displaying the power plan associated with your computer is displayed. Click OK. 
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6.3.10 Setting up Power Plan options 

You can determine how long a Power Plan will be active by setting a start and end date for the plan. 
The plan will only be active during the time period you define. It is recommended that you set up a 
fixed set of long-term Power Plans, however, you may need to add temporary Power Plans for 
specific events. For example, when you know you can expect a period of power outages at night, you 
can set up a temporary plan to shut down computers quickly, rather than power them down to the 
standby mode, after a lengthy interval of system inactivity. 

You can also configure additional power saving options for a Power Plan, such as whether the user 
will be required to enter a password when the system wakes up, or whether the monitor will 
automatically turn on when the system resumes operation.  

These options also include validity and permissions options, and whether or not to display the 
PowerPlug Pro icon in the system tray. These options are configured in the Options tab. 

 

Figure 30 – Power Plan options 
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To determine how long a Power plan will be active: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Options tab. 

2. In the Options window, in the Validity & Permissions section, enter when you want the 
Power plan to start in the Valid From field, and when you want it to end in the Valid To 
field. 

To determine what will happen when a system wakes up or goes into standby mode: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Options tab. 

2. In the Options window, in the Power Savings Options section, select one or more of the 
following options: 

 Configure Keyboard and Mouse to wake up computer from Sleep mode - to instruct the 
PowerPlug Pro Agent to make changes to the local computer registry, configuring every 
mouse and keyboard present to wake up the PC from standby mode. Selecting this option is 
important since mouse and keyboard wake-up is not defined by default on some Windows 
installations.  

 Require password on resume - if you don’t select this option, users will not be asked to 
enter a password when the computer resumes activity from standby mode. This can be useful 
for public computers that need to resume activity without asking for a login password. 

 Turn Monitor on after System Resume - in some PC hardware configurations, the monitor 
is not turned on following system resumption. Selecting this option ensures that the monitor 
will be turned on after the system resumes operation. 

 Close Microsoft Outlook before entering standby - this option ensures that an organized 
shutdown of Outlook is performed prior to powering down the PC. It is also possible to 
restore Outlook opened items on resume and to limit shutting down Outlook to cases where 
Outlook's .pst file is located on a network location rather than a local drive. Placing .pst files 
on the network is a configuration that is not supported by Microsoft, yet is practiced by some 
organizations.  

Note: The settings the Agent affects can be viewed by accessing Control Panel  

Device Manager  Keyboards and Control Panel  Device Manager  Mice and other 
pointing devices. This change enables the "Allow this device to wake up the computer" 
option, on every power management-capable keyboard or mouse. 

 

 

 

Best Practices - Using the Mouse to Wake from Shutdown  

Some newer computers have a BIOS setting enabling the mouse to wake the 
computer even from a shutdown state. Consider turning this feature on. It may 
increase the user's ability to use a powered-down computer, but may also cause 
some unwanted computer power-ups. 
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To determine whether the PowerPlug Pro icon will be displayed in the system tray: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Options tab. 

2. In the Options window, in the Tray Icon Options section, select one or more of the 
following options: 

 Display PowerPlug Pro Tray Icon 

 Allow Users to Disable Power Savings Operations – This option allows users to disable 
all power savings operations for up to 24 hours. 

 Allow "Presentation Mode" - This option disables all Power Savings operations for 3 
hours. 

To view the permissions allowed to the current Power Savings plan: 

1. In the Power Savings Plan Editor, click the Options tab. 

2. In the Options window, click Security. 

 

Figure 31 – Power Plans security settings 
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3. In the Security window, view the specific permissions that are applied in addition to the 
Console Permissions (which are system-wide permissions that affect all power plans). 

 

Figure 32 – Power Plan security options 

 

When adding a user or group to the Power Savings Plan permissions, that user or group can be given 
permissions to view and/or edit the current power plan only. This is useful when a certain user or 
group is permitted to manage only a specific power savings plan, for example, its Departmental 
power savings plan and nothing else. 
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6.4 Editing a power savings plan 

To edit an existing power plan: 

1. In the PowerPlug console, click Power Plans. 

2. Select the power plan you want to edit. Click Edit Plan. 

 

Figure 33 – Editing an existing Power Plan 

6.5 Deleting a plan 

To delete an existing power plan: 

1. In the PowerPlug console, click Power Plans. 

2. Select the power plan you want to delete. Click Delete Plan. 

 

Figure 34 – Deleting a Power Plan 

6.6 Prioritizing power plans 

A PC can be associated with several power plans. Priorities dictate which Power Plan will affect that 
computer. It is, therefore, necessary to set priorities to determine which power plan applies to the PC 
in question. The order in which the power plans are listed in the left pane in the Power Plans window 
indicates which plans take priority over the other plans. The computer will be controlled only by the 
plan with the highest priority. 
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To set the priority of a plan: 

1. In the Power Plans window, select one of the plans displayed in the left pane. This is the 
plan whose priority you want to change. 

2. Click the Up or Down arrow to move the plan into the correct priority position in the list. 

 

Figure 35 - Power Plan Priorities 

 

For example, in the figure above, plan number 6, Monitor Off Only, takes priority over plan number 
7, Public Computers Power Savings, and plan number 8, Computers Power Saving. 
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6.6.1 Power Savings Plans Best Practices 

6.6.1.1 The "No Power Savings" Plan 

In every organization, there are a few computers which should not be powered down automatically. 
An example of this could be at medical centers where some computers are designated as emergency 
computers and should not be powered down by PowerPlug Pro. For these cases, it is recommended 
to set up a plan that will not execute any power management operations, and assign it top priority. 
Add any computer that should not be powered down to this plan.  

If you want to exclude a PC from a power savings plan altogether, associate that PC with the "No 
Power Savings" plan, which has top priority. You should still install PowerPlug Pro Agents on all 

organizational computers—even those associated with the “No Power Savings” plan—so that you will 
be able to accurately collect power consumption information on all computers, even those that will 
never be power down in accordance with a power savings plan. 

6.6.1.2 Recommended power-down settings 

Power Savings Plans can and should be customized to the needs of an organization. Several useful 
plans, however, have proven to answer the basic needs of most organizations, and can serve as a 
basis for further customization. 

 

Best Practices - Common Power Savings Plans 

The following common plans appear in order of priority: 

 The "No Power Savings" Plan - see section 6.6.1.1 for the role of this plan. 

 The "Monitor-off only" Plan - only turns off a PC's monitor, not the desktop 
itself. This plan should be assigned to computers that require instant access 
and/or computers running applications that must run continuously and do not 
recover well from sleep mode. 

 The "VIP" Plan - applies minimal power savings settings. It is intended for use 
by computers whose operation should not be interrupted frequently, for 
example, the PCs of executives. Sample settings could be: 

 Work hours - turn off monitor after 1 hour; place the PC in standby mode 
after 3 hours. 

 Non-work hours - turn off monitor after 30 minutes; place the PC in standby 
mode after 1 hour. 

 The "Standard Savings" Plan - an organization-wide plan for power savings, 
which will affect most of the organization's users. Sample settings for such a plan 
could be: 

 Work hours - turn off monitor after 30 minutes; place PC in standby mode 
after 1 hour. 

 Non-work hours—Turn off monitor after 15 minutes; place PC in standby mode 
after 30 minutes. 
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6.7 Assignments Screen 

The Power Plan Assignments screen analyzes and displays which computers are actually associated to 
each Power Savings Plan. This screen provides a comparison between the different power plans and 
lists the number of PCs associated to the plan, the number of cross-assigned computers, and the 
unassigned computers. In addition, this screen allows the assigning of unassigned computers easily. 
You may select one of the following pie charts: Plans by Assigned Computers, Plans by Associated 
Computers and Plans by Active Computers. 

 

Figure 36 – Power Plans Assignments Analysis 

Best Practices - Learning Mode 

PowerPlug Pro can be used to monitor PC power consumption and usage patterns 
before applying a savings plans. This "Learning Mode" is useful for understanding your 
organization's behavior and for creating a baseline of power consumption and costs. 
Learning mode is automatically activated on Agents who are not associated with a power 
plan. 
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6.8 Wakeup Log 

1. In the Wakeup Operations Event Log, select all items within Wakeup Method. 

2. Within Target Computers, add the computers you would like to track. 

3. Select a From Date and To Date 

4. Select the group for which you would like to review results in Wakeup Operations. 

5. View the results for the specific group in Wakeup Operation Results. 

 

Figure 377 – Wakeup Operations Event Log 
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7 PowerPlug Pro Reports  

You can generate reports that display information regarding the savings obtained by employing 
PowerPlug Pro plans and additional reports on the technical attributes of your PowerPlug Pro 
installation. The Reports generator lets you choose which parameters you want to include in a report 
and save them in a report template. 

The Reports tab is divided into two sections. The left pane shows a list of the templates you have 
saved and scheduled. The right pane lets you choose the parameters to display in the report, and save 
the report as a template in addition it shows an example of the details displayed in that type of report.  

 

 

Figure 38 - Generating reports in the Reports tab 
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7.1 Generating a new report 

This section describes how to generate a new report. The different types of reports and the different 
fields in each are described in the sections that follow. 

To generate a new report: 

1. In the Select a Report list, choose the type of report you want to generate. 

2. In the Report Title box, enter the name you want to appear as the title of the generated 
report. 

3. In the Report Subtitle box, enter the name you want to appear as a subtitle for the generated 
report. 

4. In the From Date and To Date fields, set the time frame for which the data will be collected 
and reported. 

5. In the Computers included in the report table, click Add Groups or Add Computers to add 
the computers or computer groups for which you are collecting information. Click Remove 
if you want to remove an item from the list.  

If you do not add any computers to this field, a report will be generated for all computers 
listed in the PowerPlug database. If you select specific groups to be included in the report, 
you can generate reports for a specific department. For example, you can choose Microsoft 
Active Directory computer groups and PowerPlug Pro custom computer groups. 

6. In the Fields Sort Order table, click the up and down arrows to define the order in which 
you want the information displayed. 

7. Select the Show Details and Show Summary check boxes if you want to include this 
information in the report. 

The Details section of some reports may include sensitive company information such as 
computer names and user names. If you intend to send this report through the email, it is 
recommended to only send the report with the Summary section selected (without the full 
computer list). To do this, clear the Show Details option before clicking the Generate 
button. 

8. In the Output list, select one of the following options: 

 Screen - the report will be viewed using an internal PowerPlug Pro viewer, in a view similar 
to a "Print Preview" function. It is possible to print reports from this viewer. 

 PDF File - to save the report as a PDF file. 

 Excel File - to save the report as an XLS file.  

 Email - to generate the report as a PDF and attach it to an email message. You will need a 
local email client to be installed and configured in order for this function to work properly. 

 Printer - to send the report to a printer. 

 CSV File - to save the report as a CSV file.  
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9. Click Generate. 

 

 

Figure 39 - Generating a New Report 

To save a report: 

1. Click Template if you want to save the report you generated as a template to be used for 
future reports.  

Figure 40 – Saving a Report Template 
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To schedule a report: 

2. Click Template if you want to save the report you generated as a template to be used for 
future reports. 

3. Select the specific report in the Report Type field. 

4. Enter the name of the template in the Template Name field. 

5. Choose the specific reporting range, and click OK. 

6. Within the Set Report Generation Scheduling screen, make the following choices: 

 Select the specific report in the Report Type field. 

 Enter the name of the template in the Template Name field. 

7. Within the Schedule Generation section, make the following selections: 

 Generate Report – choose how often to run a report 

 Output Format – select the document format 

 Email To – enter the recipient’s email address 

 CC – enter the email of additional recipients 

 Subject – enter the subject of the email 

 Body – enter the body text of the email 

 

 
Figure 41 – Saving a Report Template 
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7.2 Potential Power Savings Report 

 

The Potential Power Savings Report indicates how much money an organization can save by 
powering down PCs that are currently idle into lower power states. 

The report displays the different states an organization’s computer can go through during the period 
specified by the report.  

PC activity times are divided into the following time periods: 

Work time The total amount of time that a user worked on the PC. 

Idle time The total amount of time that a user did not perform any activity but the PC was 
up. A PC is considered idle after 30 minutes of user inactivity. 

Down time The amount of time the PC was powered down. 

 

This report is divided into two sections: a Details section, and a Summary section. 

The Details section displays a list of the PCs that were monitored and specifies how many hours 
they were up and running (uptime), and how much this cost the company or organization. It also 
shows the work time and idle time for each computer monitored, and shows the amount of money 
that could be saved by powering down the PC when it was idle (that is, turning idle time into down 
time). 

The Summary section shows a summary of this information for all PCs combined, indicating the 
percentage of time that the monitored PCs are actively being worked on, the percentage of time that 
they are powered up but are idle, and the percentage of time that they are actually powered down.  
Finally, this report shows the potential savings that the company could realize by employing 
PowerPlug Pro Agents. 

This report can be generated and used as a baseline for comparison with the Actual Savings Report. 

The following image shows an example of this type of report. 
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Figure 42 - An Example of a Potential Power Savings Report 
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7.3 Power Savings Monthly Summary Report 

This Power Savings Monthly Summary Report shows total power consumption and power savings 
for the organization on a monthly basis. 

This report is divided into two sections: a Details section, and a Summary section. 

The Details section of this report lists the savings incurred for the monitored PCs per month. It lists 
the total power consumed (in KWh), and its corresponding cost (in the selected currency). It also lists 
power savings (in KWh and local currency), the costs saved-total savings, as well as savings generated 
directly by PowerPlug Pro (excluding user-initiated power-downs). 

The Summary section of this report displays a summary of power consumption and power savings 
per month. It lists the total power consumption and savings within the monitored period, along with 
their costs, and shows what part of the savings was contributed by PowerPlug Pro. 

 

Figure 43 - An Example of a Power Savings Monthly Summary Report 
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7.4 Actual Power Savings Report 

The Actual Power Savings report details the savings achieved by each computer and by all PCs 
included in the report on a daily basis. PowerPlug Pro savings and savings achieved in other ways are 
reported separately. 

The Details section lists all PCs covered in the report, the power they consumed and saved, the cost 
of the power they consumed and saved, and to what degree PowerPlug Pro was responsible for the 
savings.  

The Summary section lists the number of PCs covered in the report, the total power consumption 
and savings, the corresponding costs and savings, and PowerPlug Pro's share of the savings.  

7.4.1 Why is this report important? 

The pie chart at the bottom of the report shows at a glance how effective PowerPlug Pro was. In 
most cases, the graph shows that the vast majority of savings is achieved by PowerPlug Pro. In cases 
where PowerPlug Pro does not deliver the majority of an organization’s power savings, this can point 
to one of two things: other energy-saving methods are at work, or PowerPlug Pro is not optimally 
configured to produce the savings that it can. 
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Figure 44 - Actual Power Savings Report 

 

7.5 Actual Power Savings - Monthly Report 

This report is similar to the "Actual Power Savings" report. It displays results on a monthly basis 
rather than between two exact dates. 
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7.6 Emissions and Environmental Impact Report 

The Emissions and Environmental Impact Report details the savings in power and in CO2 emissions 
achieved by each computer and by all PCs included in the report on a daily basis. PowerPlug Pro 
savings and savings achieved in other ways are reported separately. 

The Details section lists all PCs covered in the report, the power they consumed and saved, the CO2 
generated and saved, and to what degree PowerPlug Pro was responsible for the savings.  

The Summary section lists the number of PCs covered in the report, the total power consumption 
and savings, the CO2 emitted and prevented and PowerPlug Pro's share of the savings.  

The Environmental impact section lists the projected annual CO2 savings, the equivalent number 
of cars taken off the road in a year, and equivalent number of trees planted. 

 

Figure 45 – Emissions and Environmental Impact Report 
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7.7 Savings Analysis Report 

The Details section of the Savings Analysis Report shows the following information for each PC 
monitored: 

 How many days the PC participated in a savings plan 

 How much time was spent by each PC in a 'work' state (as opposed to 'idle' or 'sleep' states) 

 User-generated savings and its relation to the average user-generated savings realized by the 
organization  

 PowerPlug-generated savings and its relation to the average PowerPlug savings realized by the 
organization (this allows administrators to pinpoint PCs that are saving significantly less 
power than average) 

 Projected PowerPlug Annual Savings - the projected annual savings for each PC is calculated 
according to the data in this report. 

The Summary section of this report shows how many of the PCs (out of all PCs covered by the 
report) are participating in the organization’s savings, and illustrates what share of the savings is 
achieved by PowerPlug Pro and what share can be attributed to the users themselves. Finally, it 
calculates the average annual savings for a single PC. 

 

Figure 46 - Savings Analysis Report 
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7.8 Usage Patterns Analysis Report 

 

The Usage Patterns Analysis Report displays the daily pattern of activity for an organization’s PCs. 
Divided into the week days and weekend days, each of the two usage graphs has 3 lines: 

 The green line marks PCs that have been turned off. In a well-managed PowerPlug Pro 
environment, the green line should account for most or all PCs during off hours, while it 
should drop to a lower level during work time. 

 The red line marks PCs in an idle state. When tweaking PowerPlug Pro, peaks in the red line 
or high numbers of idle PCs should be addressed, with an aim to cut idle PCs to a minimum. 

 The blue line marks PCs that are used for active work by users. This line can be used to 
understand work patterns, but when you tweak the system, make sure to leave this fixed. One 
of the key tenets of configuring PowerPlug Pro is to leave work patterns unaffected.  

 

Figure 47 - Usage Analysis Report 
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7.9 Power Savings Plans Analysis Report 

This report compares the different power plans set up for an organization. For each power plan, it 
lists the number of PCs assigned to the plan, the number of active computers, the basic power-down 
policy it upholds, and the savings it generates. 

7.9.1 Why is this report important? 

This report shows administrators how effective their plans are. It can identify areas of inefficiency, 
i.e., plans that are not saving as much as they are expected to save. 

 

 

Figure 48 - Power Savings Plans Analysis Report 
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7.10 Agent Deployment Status Report 

 

The Agent Deployment Status Report lists all active computers, the date their Agents were installed, 
their version, the last date data was received from them, and the power plan that has been applied to 
them. 

 

Figure 49 - Agent Deployment Status Report – Details Section 

The Summary section shows the number of active and inactive computers, a pie chart indicating the 
various computer types and which Agents are installed on them, and the last date data was received 
from them. 

 

Figure 50 - Agent Deployment Status Report – Summary Section 
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7.11 Computer Power Consumption Report 

This report details an organization’s PC uptime (in hours and percentage of the report period), power 
consumption (in kWh) and savings (in hours and kWh).   

The Summary section shows how power consumption is divided between desktops, laptops, and 
servers. 

 

Figure 51 - Computer Power Consumption Report 

 

7.12 Computer Power Consumption – Monthly Report 

This report is similar to the Computer Power Consumption Report, but its shows data on a monthly 
basis. 
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7.13 Power Management Compatibility Report 

The Power Management Compatibility Report details the different operating systems used by the 
organization, and displays the supported standby modes (Sleep & Hibernate) for each installed 
computer. 

 

Figure 52 – Power Management Compatibility Report 
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7.14 Computer Hardware Report 

The Computer Hardware Report details the different computer models used by the organization. The 
top 10 models are listed, and pie charts depict the five most common manufacturers and PC models. 

 

 

Figure 53 - Computer Hardware – a breakdown by model and manufacturer 
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7.15 Agent Deployment by Organizational Units Report 

The Agent Deployment by Organizational Units Report displays the total number of computers 
within specific organizational units, and shows the number of installed and active agents within each 
unit. 

 

Figure 54 – Agent Deployment by Organizational Units Report 
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7.16 Operations Summary Report 

The Operations Summary Report provides recipients with per month numbers detailing the 
following: 

 Number of Computers 

 Power Consumed 

 Resulted Cost 

 Power Savings by Kilowatt Hour 

 Total Money Saved 

 Money Saved via PowerPlug 

 

Figure 55 – Operations Summary Report 
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8 Modifying System Settings 

 

You can view power consumption and cost parameters, review product licensing, update system 
settings, and review Wakeup Portal permissions in the Settings window.  

 

 

Figure 56 - The Settings tab menu 

8.1 Computer Power Consumption Settings 

You can control the power consumption of the PCs in your organization by configuring the 
Computer Power Consumption settings. This is crucial for producing reliable reports that reflect the 
real power costs and savings by your organization. The more accurate the power consumption data is, 
the more accurate the PowerPlug reports will be.  

The power consumption of a PC in different power states is mainly affected by the computer type 
(Desktop, Laptop, and Server) and model. Power consumption is measured in units of Watts per 
Hour. 

Computer power consumption is defined by the following: 

 General type of computer used (Desktop, Laptop, Server) 

 Exact make and model of a computer (for example, Dell Inspiron Athlon II) 
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 Computer name 

View these parameters on the computer chassis and the display. 

8.1.1 Assigning Power Consumption by General Computer Type 

General power consumption is defined by for four computer states: Off, Standby, Idle, and Work.  

Note that when a computer is set to "Idle," it is fully turned on but the user is not performing any 
action on it. 

 

 

Figure 57 - Assigning Power Consumption by Computer Type 
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8.1.2 Assigning Power Consumption by Computer Make and Model 

You can assign specific power consumption rates to different computer models. The list of models in 
use by the organization is generated automatically through PowerPlug Pro Agents, as shown in the 
example below.  

 

 

Figure 58 - Assigning Power Consumption by Computer Model 
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8.1.3 Assigning Power Consumption by Computer Name 

You can assign specific power consumption rates to individual computers, according to their specific 
computer name. The list of PCs in an organization is generated automatically by PowerPlug Pro 
Agents. 

 

 

  

Best Practices – Assigning and Measuring Power Consumption 

Most PowerPlug Pro customers assign consumption values for general computer types (laptop, 
desktop, and server) only. This provides a reasonable approximation of PC power consumption 
for most needs.  

In organizations that utilize the more advanced options, the typical strategy is to measure 
electricity consumption of the most common models (usually 3-7 popular models) used by the 
organization, and to enter this information into PowerPlug Pro. Default consumption values are 
used for computers that do not belong to the list of common models (remaining computers). 

Measuring a PC's actual power consumption is a straightforward process, requiring a simple 
power meter such as http://www.p3international.com/products/special/p4400/p4400-ce.html.  

Plug in your PC to the meter, and select the power (watts) display. After powering up the 
computer, wait for the startup sequence to end and for the PC to reach its idle state. After 
reading the power consumption at idle state, start performing routine activities on the computer 
which reflect the daily activities it is used for, such as word processing, browsing, and 
programming. Produce an average power reading during these activities – this is the power 
consumption for the "Work" state. Next, power down the PC to Standby mode and read the 
meter. Finally, shut down the PC and wait until it turns off. Take a final reading for the "Off" 
state. 

http://www.p3international.com/products/special/p4400/p4400-ce.html
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8.2 Electricity Prices 

You can view and define which electricity tariffs to use when calculating PowerPlug reports by 
selecting Management Options > Electricity Prices. The PowerPlug Pro database includes worldwide 
electricity tariffs, however, you may want to change these rates to reflect the tariffs you are using. 
Once all relevant electricity tariffs are defined, they are assigned to organizational locations. 

To define a new power rate: 

1. Click Management Options > Electricity Prices. 

2. In the Country drop-down list, select the country whose rates you want to configure. 

3. Click New. 

4. In the New Power Rate dialog box, do the following: 

5. In the Power Rate Name field, assign a name for the tariff to be identified with. 

6. In the Power Company field, type the name of the company that supplies power to your 
company. 

7. Under the Power Cost table, click Add to configure time period and cost of the power rate. 

8. Click OK. 

 

Figure 59 - Adding an Electricity Tariff 
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PowerPlug Pro supports variable electricity price models (models in which electricity prices vary by 
time of day and time of year). There is currently no user interface that enables administrators to enter 
variable pricing models. Updating and entering these models into the PowerPlug Pro database is 
currently performed individually, at the request of the customer.  

8.3 Computer Groups 

You can set up computer groups that can be: 

 Associated with power plans 

 Used to view real-time activities 

 Used to produce reports 

Unlike Active Directory groups, PowerPlug Pro groups are only available for use by PowerPlug Pro.  

Computer Groups provide administrators with far-reaching flexibility in assigning PCs to power 
plans. Through the use of a few expressions, you can dynamically group together PCs that share exact 
attributes, and assign power plans to them. 

 

Figure 60 - The Computer Groups panel 
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8.3.1 Creating a Group and Defining Membership Conditions 

PowerPlug Pro groups differ from Active Directory groups in that they are dynamic. Membership in 
PowerPlug Pro groups is not granted by manually adding PCs to them, but by creating membership 
rules. PCs can be included or excluded from a group according to the following conditions: 

 The computer name includes a certain string 

 The PC's IP address is in a certain subnet 

 The PC's IP address is in a certain IP range 

 The PC is included in a certain active directory object 

 By Computer Name 

To create a new group: 

1. Click Management Options > Computer Groups. 

2. Click New. 

3. Enter a group name and description. 

4. Define conditions for the new group in the Member Definition pane. 

The following example shows a group defined by three inclusion conditions and one exclusion 
condition.  

 

Figure 61 - Defining Group Membership Conditions 
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To define conditions for a group: 

1. Click Add. 

2. From the Include/Exclude drop-down list, choose Include or Exclude. 

3. In the Condition drop-down list, choose the condition you want to define. 

4. Follow the instructions in the Define Group Members dialog to set up and configure the 
condition. 

5. Click OK. 

 

 

Figure 62 - Defining Group Membership Conditions 

 

Figure 63 - Group Membership Expression Builder Dialogs 
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8.4 Organizational Locations and Associated Power Rates 

 

Large organizations are almost always geographically distributed. The Locations and Power Rates 
section lets administrators define different organizational locations, associate computers to each 
location, and assign each location its appropriate power rate. A location is a logical entity. It is mainly 
used to assign different power rates to different computers for reporting purposes. Using locations is 
optional. If all organizational locations are subject to the same electricity tariff, there is little to be 
gained by defining different locations.  

 

 

Figure 64 - Managing Locations and Assigning Rates 
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To create and configure a new location: 

1. Click Management Options > Location & Associated Power Groups. 

2. Click on the location you want to add an organizational location to and click New. The new 
location will be associated with the power rate defined for this location and will be assigned 
member PCs. 

3. If you want to change the power rate associated with the selected location, under Power 
Rate, click Change Power Rate. You can choose from predefined power rates or 
administrator-defined power rates.  

4. If you want to associate a computer in the organization, with the selected location, click 
Associate Computers and choose the computer from the list of computers. 

5. If you want to designate the location as the default location, click Default Location. This 
means that every new computer added to the PowerPlug Pro database will automatically be 
assigned to that location. By default, the topmost location is the designated "Default 
location." 

Currently, an organization's location can only be assigned power rates from one country. For 
example, all sub-locations of an organization in Germany can only be associated with German power 
rates. It is not possible to assign a US power rate to a location associated with German power rates. 
PowerPlug Pro does not currently support multiple currencies in a single report. 

Workaround 

 Manage PC power management in different countries, using different PowerPlug Pro servers. 

 If two countries share a currency (as is true for countries using the Euro), define a rate for a 
certain country under the organization's home country. For example, a German company 
with French and Spanish locations may set up power rates called "French Office" or "Spanish 
Office" that would be created under the "Germany" tariffs. All three tariffs (Germany, Spain, 
and France) would be reported in Euros.  
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8.5 Pre/Post Event Scripts Library 

PowerPlug Pro has a script library that lets you manage scripts that are run before and after an event. 
These scripts can be assigned to power plans, and can be automatically executed before or after 
power-down or wake up events. See section 6.3.7 for more information on assigning scripts to Power 
Plans. 

It is possible to write scripts in the following languages: 

 VBScript 

 Jscript 

 CMD/Batch – these options represent the same syntax as the Windows command line 
syntax. The difference between the two lies in the file generated at runtime on the Agent 
running the script-a .bat file versus a .cmd file. 

The Scripts Library window is divided into two panes. The list of saved scripts is displayed in the top 
pane; the bottom pane contains a script editor that lets you edit the selected script. 

 

Figure 65 - The Scripts Library 
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Click on one of the following options to manage the scripts in the library: 

 New - to create a new script. 

 Import - to import scripts from other PowerPlug servers. 

 Delete - delete a script from the library. 

 Edit - to modify the properties of the selected script. The following dialog box is displayed: 

 

Figure 66 - Script Properties 

8.6 Console Permissions 

The "Console Permissions" function enables PowerPlug Pro administrators to delegate the 
management of different segments of an organization's PCs to different administrative groups.  

Different users or Active Directory groups may be granted administrative responsibility over 
PowerPlug Pro by assigning them the following properties: 

 Permissions - assigns specific authorization to perform a single PowerPlug Pro action, such 
as adding a power plan or waking up computers. 

 Roles - groups of permissions bundled together to create different administrative profiles. 
For example, the Real-Time Operators role allows users to open the Real-Time tab and 
perform all operations in this tab. 

 Allowed Computers - set of computers on which a user or group can perform operations.  
By default, newly defined users and groups are not limited in terms of "Allowed Computers" 
and can manage all computers. 
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8.6.1 Permissions  

PowerPlug Pro permissions determine which operations a user or group can perform. There are 5 
permission categories:  

 View Power Savings Plans - create and edit all aspects of power plans 

 Perform Real-Time Operations - real-time operations performed from the console, such as 
wake up or restart PCs, install or repair agents 

 Generate Reports - generate and customize reports 

 Change System Settings - manage Power Rates, Locations, and Permissions  

 Configure PowerPlug Pro - change visible and hidden configuration parameters 

 
The full list of permission options is displayed below: 

 

Figure 67 - PowerPlug Pro Permissions 
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8.6.2 Roles 

Roles are groups of permissions bundled together so that it will be easier for administrators to assign 
them to users in the organization. There are six pre-defined roles, as shown below: 

 

Figure 68 - PowerPlug Pro Roles 
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Use the Manage Roles window to view the permissions that each role has, or to add new roles. 

 

 

Figure 69 - The "Manage Roles" screen 
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8.7 Wake-up Portal Permissions 

You can define which computers can be woken up remotely by a user.  

Users can only wake up PCs that are displayed in their Wakeup Portal web page. For more 
information on the Wakeup Portal, see section 10. 

Permissions are defined in the Implicit Permissions section which relies on statistics gathered for 
each computer, or in the Explicit Permissions section which defines permissions for computers based 
on User Name and Domain, and Computer Name and Domain.  

 

 

Figure 70 - The "Wakeup Portal Permissions" screen 

8.7.1 Implicit Permissions 

The following permission levels are derived based on user behavior. 

 Allow users to wake up all computers they log into - this setting expands the list of PCs 
that can be woken up by a user to include any PC that the user has logged into.  

 Allow users to wake up computers they log in to using RDP - this setting expands the 
list of allowed PCs that can be remotely woken up by a user by including all PCs the user has 
logged into via RDP (Remote Desktop).  

 Allow Users to wake up computers they log into the most - by default, a user can only 
wake up his/her own PC. The association of the user to a PC is automatically determined by 
searching for the user that has logged into each PC the most times. For example, several users 
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may have logged into a PC named P00001, but only the one who has logged into P00001 
more than the others will be allowed to wake it up remotely. 

8.7.2 Explicit Permissions 

You can manually grant or decline remote wakeup permissions to specific users and computers, or to 
groups of users and computers. Limitation: only 20 computers can be displayed in the Wakeup Portal 
list.  

To define permissions for a specific computer: 

1. In the Explicit Permissions section, click Add.  

2. In the Edit Permission Record dialog box, click Allow to grant wakeup permissions, or 
Deny to deny wakeup permissions. 

3. Under Details, fill in the user name and domain, and the computer name and domain. You 
can use wildcards (* and ?) in computer name and domain. 

 ? signifies a single character. 

 * signifies multiple characters. 

4. Click OK. 

 

 

Figure 71 - Manually adding Wakeup Permissions 
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8.8 Product Licensing 

PowerPlug Pro’s licensing mechanism ensures the compliance of each PowerPlug Pro installation 
with its purchase terms.  

8.8.1 Overview 

Every installation of PowerPlug Pro requires a valid license in order to operate. The license defines 
the following parameters:  

 Time - amount of time the software should operate  

 # of Agents - number of agent components that can be installed  

For licensing purposes, the number of Agents is considered to be the number of Agents that actively 
reported data in the last 30 days. This value may differ from the number of active Agents displayed in 
the PowerPlug Pro Management Console “Real-Time” tab. The reason for this is that the number of 
days since data was last reported, which is used to define active Agents in the Real Time tab, can be 
changed in the “Configuration” dialog. 

8.8.2 New Installation – Temporary License 

When PowerPlug Pro is first installed, a temporary license is automatically generated allowing the 
software to function. The temporary license allows the product to fully operate for two months 
(starting from the installation date), and is limited up to 1,000 Agents.  

A valid license key is required to operate the software for a period exceeding two months, and/or for 
more than 1,000 Agents. 

8.8.3 Obtaining a License Key 

To obtain a license key, perform the following steps: 

 Create a License Request file. 

 Send the License Request file to licensing@powerplugltd.com. 

 You will receive a License Key file from PowerPlug Ltd (via email). Use the Licensing 
Management window to load the License Key. 

 

Each License Key matches the License Request that was used to generate it and can only be used for 
the PowerPlug Pro Server that generated the License Request.  

 
The License Request file does NOT contain any sensitive or private information other than the 
information presented in the License Request generation screen and the PowerPlug Pro Server 
unique identifier (GUID). 

  

mailto:licensing@powerplugltd.com
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8.8.4 Managing product licenses 

The Product Licensing Management window lets you view information on your current license and 
its status. You can also generate a License Request file and load a License Key file to the system. 

To generate a license request: 

1. In the PowerPlug Pro Management Console, click Settings. 

2. In the Management Options pane, click Product Licensing. 

 

 

Figure 72 - Product Licensing Management screen 
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 Click Generate a License Request.  

 In the Generate a License Request dialog box, fill in your relevant information. 

 

 

Figure 73- License Request screen 

 Click OK. The License Key file will be generated and saved to the location you specified. 

 Once you receive the generated file (*.plr2), email it to licensing@powerplugltd.com. 

  

mailto:licensing@powerplugltd.com
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8.8.5 Loading a License Key 

After PowerPlug receives the License Request file and processes its details, it will send you a License 
Key file containing the appropriate license terms. 

To load the license key: 

1. In the PowerPlug Pro Management Console, click Settings. 

2. In the Management Options pane, click Product Licensing. 

3. In the Renew License section, in the License Key File field, click the “…” button and 
browse to locate the license key file you received from PowerPlug. 

4. Click Open. 

5. Click Load License Key.  

 

For more information on licensing, contact PowerPlug at support@powerplugltd.com. 

8.9 Product updates 

You can download and update the PowerPlug Pro software by clicking the Check for Updates 
button. 

If a server is not connected to the Internet, it is possible to manually upgrade the software by running 
the upgrade file. Click on the Browse button to locate where you stored the file and click Upgrade. 

 

 

Figure 74 - Managing Product Updates 

mailto:support@powerplugltd.com
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By default, all PowerPlug Pro Agents are automatically upgraded after a product (server) update is 
completed.  

To prevent automatic agent upgrades: 

1. On the Configure tab, click Agent and clear the "Automatically upgrade Agents on Product 
Upgrades" option. 

2. Update the product to its latest version. After the product update is complete, the latest 
agent installation file will be stored in: 
C:\Program Files\PowerPlug\AgentSetup\p3AgentSetup.msi on the PowerPlug Pro 
server. You can use this file to install the PowerPlug Pro Agents manually or use other 
software distribution systems to install the PowerPlug Pro Agents. 

See PowerPlug Pro 4.0 - Agent Installation Guide for more details on installing 
PowerPlug Pro Agents.   
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9 Setting System Configuration Parameters 

 

You can configure additional technical settings relating to servers, Agents, and other system 
components across an entire fleet of computers in the Configuration Window. 

9.1 The Server Tab 

The Server tab lets you configure PowerPlug Pro server settings. 

 

Figure 75 - The Server Configuration tab 
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9.1.1 Server parameters  

 Server Name - the name of the Windows server on which the PowerPlug Pro server is 
running.

 

 

 Port number - the port used by PowerPlug Pro Agents to communicate with the PowerPlug 
Pro server. This port is used to send usage reports and receive power plan updates. 

9.1.2 Data loading parameters  

 Load agent data files - determines how often data files generated by Agents are loaded into 
the PowerPlug Pro database.  

 Generate mapping file - determines how often the PowerPlug Pro server accesses an 
organization's Active Directory to map OUs and groups to computers.  Agents require this 
information so that they can determine which groups they belong to, and which power plans 
they are subject to. 

 
 Backup Agent Data Files - directs the PowerPlug Pro server to save incoming data files 

from Agents at a disk location. These files can serve as a raw backup. In case of database 
corruption, these files can be loaded to a new database, populating it with usage information. 
Note that you will have to monitor the file system location that files are saved on. Large 
organizations are capable of generating large numbers of files whose sizes can grow quickly. 

  

Best Practices-Moving Servers 

PowerPlug Pro license files are created by PowerPlug and are assigned to specific 
PowerPlug Pro servers. It is not recommended to change the name of the server 
running PowerPlug Pro after installation and license activation. If you need to move 
the installation to a different server, contact PowerPlug to obtain a new license. 

Best Practices-Forcing an Update of Active Directory Changes  

If you need to make Active Directory changes, and want them to be updated rapidly 
by PowerPlug Pro, make any change, even a small one, to power plans. This will 
trigger an immediate refresh of the Active Directory mapping file. 
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9.2 The Agent Tab 

The Agent tab lets you configure PowerPlug Pro Agent settings. 

 

Figure 76 - The Agent Configuration Tab 

9.2.1 Agent options 

 Display PowerPlug Pro Tray Icon - determines whether the PowerPlug Pro agent system 
tray icon will be visible on Agent computers. If this option is selected, the PowerPlug Pro 
Agent icon will be displayed in the system tray. The user will be able to click on the icon and 
modify PowerPlug Pro settings under the limitations set in the power plan applicable to them 
(see section 6.3.10 for details). If this option is not selected, the PowerPlug Pro Agent icon 
will not be displayed in the system tray. 

 

Best Practices  

Enabling and disabling the Agent tray icon is also defined in each Power Plan. This 
setting serves as a system default and the Power Saving Plan setting overrides this 
default for PCs that are assigned to that plan. 
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 Automatically Upgrade Agent on Future Upgrades - a system upgrade usually includes an 
updated Agent installation package. Choosing this option means that when a server update is 
performed, an Agent update operation is also triggered, causing all Agents to download the 
updated .msi file (located in [default dir]\AgentSetup\p3AgentSetup.msi) and upgrade to the 
latest Agent version. If you want to control the Agent distribution, turn off this option. 

 Support Information URL - sets the support link the user will be redirected to when 
clicking Support Information. 

 Agent Display language - determines which language the Agent will display. It is also 
possible to configure the Agent to use the system locale to determine in which language the 
Agent will be displayed. 

 Automatic "Keep Awake"- determines how long the Agent stays on after every wake-up. 

9.2.2 Working interval options 

 Check for updates - determines how often agents will access the PowerPlug Pro server to 
check for configuration updates. These updates may include new power plan settings. The 
default value is 10 minutes. In large organizations, it is recommended to increase this value to 
reduce network traffic: 

Less than 500 PCs:  10 minutes 

501- 1000 PCs:  30 minutes 

1001 – 2000 PCs:  1 hour 

2000- 5000 PCs:  2 hours 

5000+ PCs:  4 hours 

Note that Configuration or Power Plan updates are rarely urgent. They rarely have to take 
effect in less than an hour, or a day. Increasing the "Check for updates" interval will have little 
impact on the system's functionality. 

 

 Upload collected data - determines how frequently Agents upload usage data files to the 
PowerPlug Pro server. The default value is 12 hours. 

 Perform inventory scan - determines how often to perform hardware inventory scans. Since 
hardware changes are rare, this scan can be safely performed every two weeks. 

 Installation Parameters - defines the folder used to preserve the Agent's local data (a hidden 
directory containing configuration and data files). This folder can only be a local directory on 
the Agent PC. 
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9.3 Console Parameters 

The Console tab lets you configure PowerPlug Pro console parameters. 

 

Figure 77 - The Console configuration tab 

9.3.1 Power Plan Editing options 

 Generate Server Files Automatically - every change to a power plan results in a set of 
configuration files that are created and later downloaded by PowerPlug Pro Agents, which 
subsequently apply the instructions contained in them. If you turn off the automatic 
generation of these server files, you can make changes to power plans without automatically 
creating files that will subsequently affect Agents. When this option is turned off, a new 
button (Generate) is added to the Power Plans tab. This button enables you to manually 
generate server files. It is not recommended to turn this option off, as it is used for testing 
and evaluation purposes. 

 

Figure 78 - The Generate Button has been added to the Power Plan command bar 
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 Use the last ongoing power savings plan in the list as a default plan - choose this option 
to configure the last plan in the Power Plans tab (the plan with the lowest priority) to be the 
default plan for all PCs that have PowerPlug Pro Agents installed but do not have a power 
plan assigned to them. This option is turned off by default. If you enable this option, every 
PowerPlug Agent, even those not manually assigned to a power plan, will conform to a power 
plan. 

9.3.2 Real-Time Page options 

 Display all computers associated with an OU - when this setting is turned on and an 
administrator browses the Active Directory through the Real-Time tab, all PCs in all OUs 
under the parent OU will be displayed when an OU is selected. When this option is turned 
off, the Active Domain browser will only show PCs that are directly located under the parent 
OU. 

 Use "Ping" to check computer status - if this setting is turned off, the console will switch 
from using ICMP to contact PowerPlug Pro Agents to using RPC to determine the 
availability of Agent PCs. 

 Perform operation on 10 computers simultaneously - controls how many Real-Time 
actions are executed at the same time when an administrator seeks to perform an action on 
multiple computers. In large installations, it is recommended to increase this value to 20. 

9.3.3 Display options 

 Display Language - determines the language of the console user interface. 

 Display Username as Domain\Username - toggles the display of user names between 
displaying just the user name and displaying the user name along with its corresponding 
domain name.  

 Automatically save display settings on exit - saves the console display settings for the next 
console launch (for example, Window size and location). 

 Unit System – Select this option to choose the correct system of measurement within your 
country. 
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9.4 System parameters 

The System tab lets you configure System parameters. 

 

Figure 79 - The System Configuration tab 

9.4.1 Power Savings options 

 Do not perform power savings on server computers - this option, which is turned on by 
default, prevents power saving operations from being carried out on servers that are running 
PowerPlug Pro Agents. 

 Do not perform power savings on virtual machines - this option, which is turned on by 
default, prevents power saving operations from being carried out on Microsoft or VMware 
virtual machines. 

 Include Computer Performance Metrics when Checking Inactivity - turns performance 
metrics that appear in a power plan's advanced settings (under the Application tab) on or off, 
and allows power-down conditions that are based on process or PC performance (for 
example, CPU utilization and Network I/O). See section 6.3.5 for more information on 
defining performance-based conditions. 
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9.4.2 Connectivity 

 Connect with Microsoft Active Directory - defines how the PowerPlug Pro console 
communicates with an organization's Active Directory. 

 

Figure 80 - The Active Directory Connection Settings 

 Allow sending schedule reports via Email by including your username and password, as well 
as your email address and name: 

 

 

Figure 81 – Email Settings 
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 Default work time - defines the default hours used to differentiate the "Work" and "Non-
Work" periods that power plans use. See section 6.3.1 on how to edit specific power plans to 
use other work/non-work schedules. 

 

Figure 82 - Defining the System's Default Work Hours 

9.5 General parameters 

Within General parameters, the user selects general maintenance settings, including the automatic 
purging of daily information after a specific time period (months).  Environmental parameters 
displays the amount of CO2 emissions generated by electricity, vehicles, and also how much CO2 is 
absorbed by a tree.  

 

Figure 83 – General Parameters 
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9.6 Wake-on-LAN Parameters 

The WOL tab lets you configure Wake-on-LAN parameters. 

Wake-on-LAN is a standard that allows computers to be woken up by the network interface card 
(NIC) using a special network message. The network message is a broadcast frame known as the 
"Magic Packet", which includes the target computer NIC's MAC address. When such a frame is 
received by the appropriate NIC, it initiates a wake-up for the target PC. 

 

Figure 84 - The WOL (Wake-on-LAN) Configuration tab 

9.6.1 Wake-on-LAN options 

 Configure Windows to enable Wake-on-LAN for all network adapters - enables Wake-
on-LAN locally when a PowerPlug Agent is installed on a PC. Wake-on-LAN is not enabled 
by default on all Windows installations. Enabling this option is crucial to ensure remote PC 
wakeup.  

 Perform Wake-on-LAN for Scheduled Wake-Up Events – enables Wake-on-LAN when a 
wake-up is scheduled to a Power Plan. It sends a WOL request for each computer that's 
assigned to the Power Plan when the schedule is triggered. 
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 Enable WOL Relays for each network subnet - instructs PowerPlug Pro to create a WOL 
Relay automatically in each subnet. WOL Relays are used to relay Wake-on-LAN signals 
between subnets, enabling the wake-up of PCs across the domain regardless of the subnet 
they are in.  

WOL Mesh and WOL Relays 

The Wake-on-LAN Mesh add-on, developed by PowerPlug, greatly extends the reach of 
standard Wake-on-LAN.  

Standard WOL is based on a layer-2 broadcast frame called a Magic Packet. The Magic Packet 
contains the address of the computer that will be woken up. All NICs that receive this packet 
analyze it to check if their MAC address is included. If yes, they signal the PC that is attached 
to it to wake up from its powered-down state. 

An inherent limitation in WOL is that in the vast majority of organizations, broadcasts are not 
routed across different subnets. A WOL message in one subnet will not cross over to other 
subnets. Since most organizations have multiple subnets, standard WOL has proven limited 
in its real-life application in enterprises.  

PowerPlug's WOL Mesh overcomes this limitation by creating WOL relay computers that 
relay the WOL signal between subnets, widening the reach of WOL to include the entire 
organization.  

A PC acting as a WOL Relay checks the PowerPlug Pro server periodically for instructions 
for waking up PCs (this polling mechanism is independent of and much more frequent than 
the standard polling used to retrieve configuration updates from the server). When a wake-up 
instruction is found, the WOL Relay interprets it into a WOL broadcast in the subnet where it 
is located. WOL Relays are automatically selected by PowerPlug Pro using an advanced 
algorithm, which balances power-saving potential with the need for WOL Relays to have 
maximal availability to be present on every subnet of the organization. By using WOL Relays, 
PowerPlug Pro ensures that every subnet receives a local WOL broadcast. 

Manual designation of WOL relays is possible, though optional. 
 

 Disable power savings on computers while they act as WOL Relays - instructs PCs 
acting as WOL Relays to remain awake at all times, disabling all power-saving policies that 
apply to them. This causes a slight decrease in savings, but ensures that there is a working 
WOL Relay on every subnet at all times. 
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9.6.2 WOL Relay Priority List 

 WOL Relay Priority List - allows administrators to manually prioritize computers to be used 
as WOL relays. Click Add to define which computer to add to the Priority list. Adding a 
computer to this list increases its priority to become a WOL Relay when they are assigned 
automatically by PowerPlug Pro.  

 

9.7 About PowerPlug Pro Screen 

The About Screen displays the PowerPlug Pro version and license status and type.  

 

Figure 85 - The About tab 

Best Practices - Ensuring that an Organization is covered by WOL Relays  

There are two ways to ensure an organization is continuously covered by WOL Relays: 

 Enable "Disable power savings on computers while they act as WOL Relays". This 
feature is not mandatory to support a WOL Mesh, though it increases its reliability by 
ensuring WOL Relays are never down due to power savings. However, when this 
function is enabled, computers acting as WOL relays will not save power, thereby 
decreasing organizational savings. 

 Install PowerPlug Agents on PCs or servers that are not intended to be powered off. 
Manually select these to be WOL Relays. Power savings will continue uninterrupted, 
since WOL Relay computers are not intended to be powered-down in the first place. The 
downside of this method is the need for manual configuration of WOL Relays. 
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10 PowerPlug Pro Wakeup Portal 

The PowerPlug Wakeup Portal is a web application that allows end-users to wake up their personal 
computer(s) remotely. End-users can access the Wakeup Portal when they are at home, traveling, or 
elsewhere (outside of the office).  

The Wakeup Portal identifies the user that is logged on, and, by default, automatically presents the 
PCs associated with that user. You can also assign wakeup permissions manually, pairing users with 
specific PCs that they can wake up. See section 8.7 for details about Wakeup Portal permissions.  

Note: Select the star next to the specified computer to add it to the Favorites tab. 

 

 

Figure 86 – The PowerPlug Wakeup Portal – End Users 
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Figure 87 - The PowerPlug Wakeup Portal – IT Manager view 

The Wakeup Portal shows a list of PCs to which you can wake up and connect. You can view 
individual savings statistics for the computer you log onto, including how much power your PC is 
using, and how much power you have succeeded in saving.   

Note: The display is set automatically according to the user connecting to the portal. 

To wake up and connect to a computer: 

1. In the Wakeup Portal, select the check box next to the computer that you want to wake up 
and click Wake Up. 

A WOL signal is sent to the selected PC. When the PC is up, its status will change to 
‘Running’.  

2. Select a PC that is running and click Connect to launch a local remote desktop session on 
that PC. 


